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Intcmia is practically unaltered Up the co-
existence of s.-odium amide. Author. 
a5. Studies on the growth of crystals. 
IX. The amount of foreign cations in 
the crystal formed in their presence in 
relation to their concentration in solu-
tions. '1'. Yamamoto. I3a11. htsl. PLya. 
C/lent. Research, 17. ray8--t?qt (igg81.-
Presence of same foreign cations in solos. 
favour the crystal growth of the solute. The 
amount (x} of such a cation occluded in 
crys411 is related G-~ its amen. (Cl in atln. M' 
a Gtrnmla, x=acs' in case of i4In'- and Pli' 
in \aCl crystals and BC" in I{CI cr}'stals, a
and h being masts. characteristic of the 
rntions. The amt. of ilLt" and Cd" in I{_SUa 
crystals is ;m-en by x=a'tti'c. The amt. of 
Bi"' in \raCl crys411s and that of Ph" in KCI 
and KBr Instals were alsr~ decd. In case of 
foreign cations which do not influence the 
gron•th of crystals. e:?., 11In" in KCI and liar, 
\ri in NaCI and I{Ch Cr"' in NaCI and Pli ' 
in \H.,CI, their anus. in the crystals are far 
smaller than those shown in the aGttce-men-
tioned cases and are of [he same order of 
tuagnitude for difieren[ cations and dilfcren[ 
cn~s411s. From these results it may he cwl-
cluded that the cations which favour the 
growth of crystals ran occupy [he lattice 
points of the crystals, while those which dc. 
not are only situated at the pint of structural 
defect ns impurities in general are. 
                          Author.
;6. Cathode-ray investigation of thin
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I~o. ; r-G:uou! nrrd Phr-rive! C/rrni;tn• 109
layers formed on. some singe crystals. 
7. Oxidized surface of molybdenite.. 
it. Ueda. li~oc. I'hge..llalh. .1bc. Japan, 
III, 30, 656-666 (ty38).-=Thin layers ,if 
oxidation product Fi,nued at high temps. on 
a cleay~ige face of molybdenitc were studied 
by the method of cathode-ny dift}actiun. 
"1'he oxide ryas identified u. be \[oOa and 
the following hvo types of orientation were 
observed. tl .The (ctrl plane of Atop, is 
parallel to the cleavage plane of mnlybdenite, 
and the direction ormal to it is a fibre axis, 
z) The (oto) plane of AIoO, is parallel to 
the cleicage plane of nrolybdenite, and the 
(tot) plane rif the fircmer is parallel to the 
(roYo) plane of the latter. A p.,ssiblc inter-
pretation is given fur the new pattern. 
                          Anther.
qj. On the galcanomagnetic effect 
of ferromagnetic substance. S. Hori.. 
fiall. Lest. Phya. Cheat. Retemc/a 17, t t6$-
t t ~q (ig38).-The dependence nt the galvanu-
magnetic effect of single crystals of ferro-
magnetic substance upon the direction of 
spontaneous magnetization s discussed, inves-
tigating the change of electric resistance t nsor 
due to magnetization by symmetr}• opernlinn 
of the cubic crystals. The results are xs 
follows: r) The potential diFlerence due tr. 
the Hall effect of single crystals ..f ferro-
ma`metic substance is strongly affected by-the 
direction of sp-mtaneous magnetization relative 
to the crystal-axes. x) The saidlxRential li(Cer-
ence is. theoretically expectable in the direction 
of magnetization (longitudinal Ball effect). 3) 
1'he Hall effect of pnlycrystals of the ferro-
magnetic substance is alse qualitatively ex-
plained by the theory in comparison with the 
exp[I. result;. Auth~-n.
;8. The relation between the surface 
dispersity of catalysts and the catalytic 
activities, S. 'l'sutsumi. J. Chene. bbc. 
Japan, 59, t;o--r4n (tg38).-The following 
three methods were proposed for the preps. 
of cbah-kicselguhr catalysts, and [he atticities 
were measured fx the hydrogenation of Len-
zenc. BIethcxl I. A cobalt nimtte srdn, was 
ppte<l. in the presence n( kicselguhr with a 
potassium carbrnate solo., and the ppte. ob-
tained wets washed with water and dried. 
AIethed _>>. A cobalt nitrate solo. was ppted. 
with a put~ium carixmate solo., and tho 
ppte. obtained was washed with p•ater, and 
being mixed with kicselguhr with a small amt, 
ut tvalcr added, was dried. Method 3. A 
mist. of cobalt nitrate and kicselguhr was 
malted. Amogg these catalysts, the most 
active ones were those prepd. hp Method z, 
nest those by Alethod r and then by Aiethod 
3. The optimum ratio of cobalt to ki~sel-
guhr e•as r : to-r : zo in the case of the 
cauilpsts by Alethud t, and [ : ;o in the case`s 
of those by .Methods z and 3. "1'hc rate of 
the elevation of the optimum reduction temp. 
with the nmt. of kicselguhr teas largest in the 
c:ue of the catalysts by Alethod r, and smal-
lest in the case of those by Method z. The 
small rate with the t~talysts by Afethod z can 
be attributed to the high degree of the dis-
persity of mlralt on kicselguhr. "l'he mnc•lu-
sion reached in the hydrogenation Of benzene 
real tested with a (+ \'i}t (:u)-,.5% G 
calalpst used for the synthesis of liquid h}dni-
nrlrnns Gum carlwn nwnoxide and hydrogen. 
                            Au[hor.
49. The chemistry of rain water. Y. 
Aliyake. Journal ~lletem•oda,/ical •1bc. Jalati„ 
IL 17, zo-37 1[939)•-From the analytical 
data of rain water in Tok}•o, K&he and 
Hantamatu, the author obtained the following 
results. C.hlorirle. r. The yearly averages, 
CI mg/L. Tukyu t.7q, Kobe z.33, Hamamuu 
z.3y. z. There is a marked positive corcelation 
between chloride content and wind velocity. 3. 
').'here are group distribution, in the chloride 
conat. as in the case of Kohler and Israel, 
although t e piiticipal values are not the store as 
[hose obtained by the above authors. 4. The 
ratio CI/S, in rain water is larger than Shat in sea 
water, when sulphuric acid tram coal can be 
eliminated. The possibility of the variation 
of CI/S and CI/i\~Ig is discussed, ~5'ufpGunic 
¢cirl. r. Sulphuric acid content. in rain 
water is larger in winter than in summer,
9fif~lt~mi~~ Vol. 13n No. 4 (1939)
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1'he pearly a~•erage: Tokyo C86 S mg/L. 
z. There is ti pamllclism heGceen the yearl}' 
variation of sulphuric acid in rain and that 
in the atmosphere. 1Luononia. r. In the 
year{y +~ariation of ammonia, the nrax. exists 
in June-; this is in good agreement with that 
in air. z. 'I1~e yearly average; ; Tokyo 0.;8, 
Kobe os8. Hamamatu o.rq N mg/L. yll. 
r. The yearly averages: Titkyo 4. t, 1(ohe 
;.z, Hamamatu c.6. z. It can be t}teoreti-
cally cnlcri. From the differenne between :he 
equiv. of sulphuric. acid nnrl ammonia. i\'if-
rite. t. The nitrite content iu rain is very 
small when ann parent with that in air. _. 
The yearly averages : 7'ok}v (i.,, Hbbe. ;.o. 
Hamamatu z.7 V 1-/L. 3. \itrite content 
in rain canter in. the winter season is about 
price of that in summer. Author.
  :.' T R S
;o. Electron diffraction by organic 
films. I. Fbroin. keratin and gela-
tine. C. \iatano. J. . ,Soc. Cderot. Incl. 
./a~xrzn, A'l, 48-;0 ltg3y}.=Fhe stnnturesof 
lilnts of fibn.in, keratin and Gelatine, n•cre 
exmnd. br the electron diflmctiun method. 
The water s,~ls were prepd. in the following 
way ; for fihmin, the rlegummed silk was 
dispersed •ith magnesium nitrate and dial} eed ; 
for keratin, the wool was dispersed o~ith 
sodium sulphide and itialyzerl ;Wand for Gela-
tine, a commercial gelatine was pub in hot 
x-ater. Oac drop of them was put inn a 
sample holder-and the. water evaporated moil 
a thin .film of material was finalh• fom.ed on 
the pin hole of the holder. The film was 
examd. br the beam of electrons of zo-bo 
liV. by using the electron diffractiotr app. of 
the Kil:uli tope. In all cases the diffraction 
pnttemsconsisted of three diffuse rin~n whether 
they yvere due to the new films or aged ones. 
The intensity along the ring gas uniform. 
The lattice dis4nnces calcd. from thwn (assum-
ing Brag's law} are nearly y.r A, z.o _1. 
and a.t .~. From these resuhs a•e m;ry' a'a}• 
that those proteins are of the similar structures 
and in the film they form. pse:uder-crpstallita 
whose pr,lypeptide chains are. perpendicular 
W the swfam of the film. Author.
A C'[': ~rul. XTrr 
.r. Catalytic reactionsin the magnetic 
fields: (II-IV) E. Ogawa. J. Clrcue. 
Soc. Japrrta. 60. 9i-99 09391.-The follow-
ing expts. were made in order to produce an 
exptl. evidence on the re!ntions Uenreen cata-
lytic actions and magnetic moments of ca44-
lysts. 'Phe velocity of the reaction Ixtneen 
ethylene and hydrogen +eas upprcysed con' 
sidemblr when ferromagnetic catalysU (ne+e 
K ~ mngnet and nickel mire} acre ma;*neLSed. 
In the reunion between alh•I bromide and 
hydrogen bromide the. production of t.3 di-
hmurnpropnne +cas also suppressed in Ote case 
of magnetised new F.S. magnet in contrast 
with that bf non-magnetised. 'T'hese rnuhs 
are probably due to the fact that the magnetic 
moments of molecular fields of ferromagnetic 
catal}•st become so directed as to be unfa+nur-
nbic for arlsonc~al reac4lnts. Author. 
- Studies nn absorption of gas in 
for~rt of bubbles. Y. Ovama nd fi. lu-asc-
~Sci. I'ajw•t:r Gtat. I L y.+. Clrcm. RexorrrrJr. :~5. 
tat-t;7 V939}•-The absorption f the mixt. 
of uirbon dioxide and air in the fi~rrm of 
bubble by caustic sodn solo. a~as carried out 
wish the bubble, whose volume was in the 
tame fi•nm o.~ to t.b cc. The conies. of 
soht. used d~ere c.ot, o.t, and o:r N. The 
mode of m<riion of tare bubble ascending iu
a liquid varies wnsiderahl}• according to its 
s'uc. The tpechanism of absorpsion f pats in 
the form of hobble is discussed. It is con-
cluded that the finer subdivision of the gas 
to he absorbed is not alu•avs necessary to 
obGnin the better esult, and this. eas ascer-
tained by the expt. results, The amt. of 
absorption. per unit initial volume of the 
bubble increases with tl:e dea~ease of its 
volume, but it reaches a max. value in n 
certain size, and with a further decrease of 
the volume i[ reduces to a min. value and 
then it enlarges to+~•ards the in/mite value. 
'T'he time required to build up tbe~ vtationm;v 
condition i  lire liquid fihn n•as found ltr he 
ten to thirty times of .that in case of oxygen 
absorbed by +eater. After the stntionar}• con-
dition built vp in the liquid film, the rate of 
absorption is well expressed by the et{nation:
9fii~lt~mit€~ Vol. 13n No. 4 (1939)
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 y=k, (ntHPgl 
    k, ; the liquid film alsnrption cncli. 
    n ; mncn. of alkali in [he bulk of solo. 
     1~I ; Henrys coast. 
    I'g ; Partial press. of CO:. 
TLe ratio n( the instan4lneous rate of atzsorp-
tion to the practical initial rate of absorption 
was dctd., and its values were 3.G fx o.ot 
V sot n.. t.3 for o.t \r. and t.3 (or os; N 
resp. 'lYrc reason w•hr [he yen• dilute solo 
had a remarkably lame value is discussed. 
It is deduced that the rate of absorption i
fomt of bubble is shout ten to twcuty times 
 eater than that by the Izttdt method. "I'he 
coe(t: of a}sngHion of the liquid film (k,) is 
expressed be the erpration k~k'e-OB, where z 
is the viscosity of solo., and k' and n are 
the coasts. The influence of viscosity nn the 
rate of absorption i. fair greater than that in 
the 1mtcL .method. Author.;. 
;3. On the stahili7ation velocity of 
glassy selenium. F. Ishikawa sort I1. 
Kate. T;ull. lird(. Pb;ls. C/rear. Resem't'6. 1R. 
tai-t4q (1939).-1'he stihiliration celocity 
of gl:usp s°fenium rcas measurctl by means 
of dilicrcntial .gas dilatometer. :\t Go° it does 
nut tr:utaform into the metallic form even on 
sG•tnditiq forto days. At Gg° tmnsforumlion 
proceeds slowly, but at 75° the celocity be-
mmes quite large. The velocity curve has 
an mdocaLllytic loon and is express-al bt• 
dx/dt=kxl till the velociq~ reaches a max. 
at alxntt jo°jo change. :1utlrors. 
54• On the lattice constants of picea 
jezoensis Carr. 1•. itlatsuna•~a. JLrkeukni. 
.Tigxrn, 7. 4? (n}3q).-The lattice coasts. of 
picea jeroensis Carr were exam, which gives 
an orientated figure a, knxtd as the native 
cellulose figure. Rut the dilfmctem figure of 
picea jeaoensis Qvr gives generally n very 
dixrrieuta[e<i one. The values of d sin -H 
of [he interference sp-rts were vested. from the 
above ~liffractinn figure and found to coincide 
with these vestal, li•om the dimensirnt of n 
unit cell of native rllulosc obtained by U.
r-Grnrrn! nm/ P/ry +i.'nI Choni+rn• 171 
Yoshida and C. Park. Accordingly. it may 
he mnclmled that the. lattice musts. of picea 
jezocnsis Carr are approximately quaV to that 
of the native cellulose. Author. 
~~. Notes on the kinetic theory of 
fluids. T. -I•akcuchi. Rsll. 7akyo Tiuit•. 
lsng.. 7, gtz-3tG (t q3q).-The kinetic 
theory of fluids is applied tb the surface 
tension and star. to the c<~mpressihility. Using 
the modem idea of prtential terriers, the 
thmrv of rates of chem. reactions i  then 
estendad to make i[ applicable to the rate of 
yalwrization. Author. 
jG. On the viscosity of liquids. ti. 
]faneko. J. CGnnt.'Sac. .Tajxur, fi0, 3zt-3z4 
(tq;q): -Fmm the thcun' n( reaction velocity, 
the fi~llnwing formula of viscosity is obtained. 
     r ~ rr aVi\a 
where r, is rises i itp. \I molecular weight, R
gas coast., •1' absolute temp., Vr tree volume, 
a uansmis$ion areff., V molecular volume,:N 
A vot,•adro's number, U activatir~,n energy, and 
k 73~rlVmann's cond. Autlror. 
~~. On the longitudinal magneto-
resiatance effect at various tempera-
turce in iron-silicon alloys. 1'. Shira-
kawa. \rippma Iiinzoku (;akkaf-,S~i, 3, 3~ 
qt (ty3q).-Tire change in magnetic resistance 
(9R/1{) of alloys of the system iron-silicon at
various temps. ranging from -tqg° l0 8io° 
w;u measured up to tGo0 crersteds in longi-
tudinal magnetic fields. The specimen used 
u•as a 6ne wire, 0.33-0.77 mm in diameter 
and t.5z-fi.4ocnt in length. It is shown 
that the max. value of [he dX/R in iron at 
alx~ut - oo° {Held intensiq~of t.oocersteds) 
displaces low ants higher temps. with increas-
ing addition of silicon, and then its magnitude 
grnrlually decreases in respect to silicon con-
tent. •I•he JR/R of [bc alloys cnnLtining 
more than q.;3/o Si at all temp. and under 
any magnetic field is neg., its magnitude he-
ingespecially arge in alloys mnL•rining tq.Go% 
and tG.o3% Si. • Author.
;tAi~it~~itl1 Vol. 13n No. 4 (1939)
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53.- Studies nn solabilities. V. Solvency 
of mixed solvents {2). S, Sugito and S 
1lfivake- L'rc1~. Itcp(a. hyrreku Imp. fTnin., 
I4, t6-3zG93 y)•-Thesolubilities of cellulose 
aceL•tte with 4j-6;% bound acetic acid in 
mixed !solvents• of (CII,CICFLC1tCI1,OH), 
(CH,CICH.CI}C,II,OII), (CH.CICI-I,CIt 
Calls) were measured at ;o°C. The dielectric 
masts., rlrnsities, .refmclive index of (CII:CI 
CIL•CI+C,H,OII), (CfI,CICH,CI+C,;II„) 
were measured at 3o°C, sort the molecular 
polarization a d the m:us moment. rated. 
The relation behceen ibex t•alue; and the 
abnormal high solabilities h, mixed solvents 
was examined. Authors. 
5g. Qn the X•ray diagrams of fibre 
structures. C. 11Ialanp, J'roc. Phys.-,llnfh. 
S°t..7apan, III, t+-zo (ty;y).-The formula 
of the intensity distribution uFI)ebye rings 
due to the general fibre structures a~as de-
duced b}• using the mncrptiou ofdie reflec-
tion of t-rays by tl:e crrsutlingrapbic plane 
and of the di/fraction as the undirectional 
grating 'uy the zone in each crystallite, when 
the beam of Gray was projected obliquely 
to the fibreaxis. In loth special cases-(i) 
when the crystallites are nrien[erl at randnnt 
whatever the direction f the beam of 1-rays 
may be, and (z) when the direction of the 
beam of t-rays are pmjecterl parallel to die 
fibre axis-the formats giyrs the mtifi,rm 
givrs the unifi,rm intensity distribution along 
each Debye ring as it ought to be. As 
further applications to the special cases, the 
rated. t'alues and the exptl. resulU were amr 
pared in the cases of the nonual, obliyve and 
parallel incidence of S-raps to the simple and 
ring fibre structures of the runic fibres. 
                          Author.
60. Studies on the system of sucrose 
and liquid ammonia. I. Vapour pres-
sure of the liquid ammonia solution 
of sucrose. \I. Ama^as1. F. It& and F. 
Nishizawa. 7. S'ac. CGem. hut. ,Iajnrb 
42, toq-n; (tg3q).=Phe authors vnder-
took a somewhat systenmticnl stmiies on 
this s}'stem, and the vapour press. of the
ABSTRACTS                                Vol. %Iil 
liquid ammonia solo. of sucrose, ryas detrl. 
In this paper, the method fi,r the detn. 
of vapour press. of the unsaid. solo. mn-
taiuing about ;0^-~0$6 of sucrose is des-
cribed and as the empirical erp,uionsselating 
concn.-vapour p ess. and temp.-vapour press. 
of this system, P.-P=a (e'~'0"'b~O-') and lug 
1'°,,,,=A/'I'-C are resp. proposed. (P, : vapour 
press. of pure solvent, P: ealwur press of 
the solo. hm~ing coven. of sucrose, c.a, b and 
A, C: •masts.) The differentical heat of 
t•apnri:ation f this solo, and the molecular 
depression f vaptur press. were rated. from 
the aboveresults. Finally the vap,w~ press. 
of lbe said. solo. of sucrose was yualitadrel}' 
mmsured and from this result the solubility 
of sucrose in liquid ammonia was estimateJ. 
                          Authors.
ht. On the dehydration of hydrated 
magnesium chloride. 1-Mutual rela-
tion between potassium and sodium 
chlorides added ns addition agents. -S. 
Intatomi. bci. Pagers ]net. 1'Hye. :Chem. 
Ziexea•cb, 34. t363-t37fi (n7;R).-1M1~heu 
hydrated nta,~rtesium chloride is heated with 
alkaline chlorides fire dehedmtion, the water 
of aysrnllization is evaporatctl and a portion 
of magnesium chloride decomposes into mag-
nesium oxide and hydrochloric acid. In the 
present Ixtper the author tried tr, shtdy the 
mutual relation hehveen magnesium chluddc 
and pi d:tssium and sodium chk,ride9 used as 
addition agents in the dchyrlmtion proixss of 
magnesium chloride hexahydrtle and their 
behaviours on the fixnta[ion of mTgttesium 
oxide during the prepn. of magnesium elec-
trolyte. Author. 
6z. The.reaction between magnesium 
oxide and titanium oxide in solid state. 
I. 1-. "1'anaka. J. Chene. Sor.. Ja/xru, 6Q ztz-
z t8 (n)3y).-~iixts. of various mmpns. of nlgO 
and "I'iO, were rnmpressed to small cylindrical 
bodies ;rod bumerl at t;oo° for to hours. The 
specific gmvin•, solubility in HCI• shrinl-age 
and porosity were mcasurerl, and S-ray ana-
lysis and microscopic ohs. were nlst matte. 
'I'he conclusions obtained .from these expts.
9fi1~1t~mi~~ Vol. 13n No. 4 (1939)
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are as follrnvs: (ti •Phree titanates, i.e. 
magnesium ortbotiLlnate {zAIgU.'1'i0oy, meta-
titanate (\IgO.•PiO.) and dilittn:tte (1Ig0. 
zTiO_} are formed by the s,>lid reaction be-
ta~een 11Ig0 and TiO:. The punt}' of each 
of the titanlles obtained from the three ttlui-
calent mists. is Sj-yon°. (z) zNIgO.TiO; 
is soluble in ;n-IICI and WgO. TiQ in t ni-
IICI, while iligO.zTi(l. is scarcely soluble 
even in un-I-[Cl. (3} The crystal system 
of \1gQ . zTiO. may lx cronsidered as letm-
gonal, and the lattice cansts, are: a=q.q4 A• 
c=6.6~ A. (;) The samples which cvntnin 
zMgO..TiO: and 11Ig0 ;ice well sintered 
I>,xlies: this may be due to the Pact ltnt Ix,tb. 
z \ig0.7•i0. and \ig0 belong to the cubic 
system. and moreover, the I:tuice eonst. of 
the (surer is just twice as ~ cat as that of the 
latter. II. Course of the reaction. iGid.. 
jtq-gzo(tg3q).=(t) "Chemmpressedlnrlies 
of theorists. of \Ig0 :'fi0.=t : x, rat, z : t 
and 6: t resp. avere bested to rooo° and 
tzoo° for t•arious dumtinns of time, and the 
mursc of the reaction yts studied by detg. 
the mmpn. of the products analyfically. The 
resnlts were checked 6y X-ra}• analysis. For 
the sake u( coorpariam, the expu. with 
p nvdered situ pies were also curried out. (z} 
At the beginning of the reaction 9Ig0. z'l'i0. 
is firmed ahrays, whatever the mizg. ratio 
may be. 1Vhen an excess of i11g0 is pmsent, 
further reaction between blg0. zTil ): nod 
\Ig0 takes place. (arming \IgO.'[i0.. (3) 
Similarly, zRIgU.TiO, is firmed at las4 but 
its formation is difficult in the temp, range 
studied here. except when a large excess of 
\[g0 is present. (;) The course of the 
rcaclian of the powdered sour plcs is the scone. 
as above mentioned, although the reaction is
Ifadiorhn nirbl' aqd Y/~Modu•mitlm 11° 
slow. (j) According 0., Dander and Bunde 
(/.. ¢narg. allgent. G'hc'rn.. 293..tt8 (tggS}}, 
r\Ig0 . Ti0_ is fomrerl at first in this reaction-
1'ossible causes of the difference lathe results-
are discussed. Avthor.', 
fi3. On the specific gravities of liquid 
ammonia solutions of .ammonium chlo-
ride and sodium chloride. S I~ikuti. 1. 
.1'°c. CTrern. Ind. .7a7,an, 4'L, t;-r6 ~ (t 939)• 
-Bv means of a sealed ilatometer made of 
hard glass. the author measured the specific 
grncities of pure liquid ammonia t several 
temps. The result was compared with the values 
of other investigators which seemed the most 
reliable at pru~ent, and the rnmparison attested 
the precision of the present measuring method: 
The maz. probable rror of the measurement 
was below o,wj°„ and the value of specific' 
grm•it}' is reliable up to 4 digits below deci-
mal point. The specific graviGes of various 
corms. ufliquid :unmonia st~lns. of NH,CI, 
iAaCl, and their mitt. were measured al 
different temps. In the rtsc of the mist, the 
mensurentent was made with fiye different 
mixing' ratios : i t : t, z : t, ; : t and 
8 : r. By using a specially designed they-
nv star the meanu reritents were~•'perforrried 
within the temp. r••mge b hveen ~,-30° and 
yo°C and the mncn. range behrecn zero and 
sate. From the results of measurements the
sec<~nd aitd the third orders ~if paml~lic 
equations were applied fur the relations be-
tween specific gravity and G:mp., and specific 
gravity :oral mncn. resp., surd then each coast. 
was detd, from the above eyuatibns When 
the calcd. and the measured values are com-
pared, in general they agree well. 
                          Author.
2-ATOMIC STRUCTURE, RADIOCHEMISTRY 
       AND PHOTOCHEMISTRY
64. The most probable values- of e, 
.•/u+, and h. IIL 1{. Shill. Scf. Yapera 
Ire.?t. Pkya. CGem. P,exearcla 34, tgo6-t3zt
V93S).-Several years ago the present author 
estimated the most probable values: of three 
fundamental tomic musts. namely, the eler
9fi1~1t~rni~~ Vol. 13n No. 4 (1939)
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Ironic charge e, the specific charge. of an 
electron a/n:, and Planck•s most. h- Since 
theft many important data have been pub-
lis}ted; so that the values of these mnsb. 
should be newly discussed. The method of 
evaluation is not altered. The (act that the 
values thus obtained iffer slightly from those 
obtained before may show the approprimeness 
of the method ttkin~ all available (more or 
less accurate) data into consideration. 
                          Author.
65. The scattering of D-D neutrons. 
S. Kikuchi and H. Aoki. .Sci. /'capers Inst. 
Phye. Chem. Rcrearch, 34, 865-8 T- 0933)• 
-It is one of the very important pnwmms of 
[he study of the nuclear phys. m investi ,pale 
the collision cross section of the atoms for 
the neutron in relation •tn the atomic number 
or mass number, as weft as to the energy of 
the incident neutrons. 'l'ee present note des-
cribes fhe results of cross ection measurement 
for zt elements using D-D nen tnmF, which 
are monochromatic and z.4 \Iev in enemy. 
                          Authors.
66. On the neutron groups. Y. Sugium 
and O. Dlinakawa. S'ci. I'nyera btat. 1'hya. 
CGem- Reaeard~, 34, Iz99-1307 D933)•-
There are several direct and indirect methods 
of detg.. the neutron resotance energies. tiince 
the neutrons of different gnwEn have diflerent 
velocities, the numerosity of neutrons of these 
group,. after passing through ptmlfin is ex-
pected to depend on the thickness of paraffin 
layers by which the initial neuU'ons are slowed 
down. To accept his fact seems to be one 
of the simplest methals. to establish t e order 
of different resonance nergies of dillerent 
neutron groups. The .activity cun~e is ob-
dined by measuring the activity in a detector 
placed at a fixed distance. from the neun'on 
source, patafiin plates of vari~us'thickncses 
being interpnseri between the delecdx and the 
source it s}xtuld I><ave on  max. at a certain 
thickness of paraffin, i( the detector had one 
resonance l t•el. Nishikawa, \akagatwa, nd 
Sumoto punted out that it was pssible m 
detect he reamance groups by an analysis of
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the activity curve as a(unction of the number 
irf thin paraffin plates of about 1.5 mm thick-
ness interposed between a Rn+lie source and 
a detector. This method of detg. the neutron 
groups is simile to that of transformation of 
one resratance group into another, which was 
adopted by e. Halban and Preiswerk. The 
(ollon•ing expt, similar u. that of ilrishikan•a, 
et al. wai done under better gmmetrical con-
ditions and with D-FD neutrons. 'Che de[ec• 
ton nsed here were Ag Oz sec}, Rh (;a sec 
and 4.z min), In (54 min). and I {zg min):. 
Thus not only the order of different res~nancc 
energies of A, B, C, D, and 1 groups wns 
estimated. but i[ was also found that the 
activities in those detcaon ware due a, some 
multiple resonance levels of various energies. 
                            A u [hors.
57. On the band spectra of nitrogen 
forming a Rydberg series. T. 'I'akantine. 
T. Su~•a antl Y. Tanaka. .Sci. Pa/xr•s hts7. 
Yhya. Chem. Rereenrrh, 34, 85#-8fi4 (1933). 
-Using a t metre vacuum spectra graph of 
Siegb.•ihn type, [he abs<rption In ds of nitrogen 
forming a Rydberg series were studied, 7•hc 
ahstxptinn hands apprtr stn mgly when a con-
densed discharge is passed through a Inng 
helium tube, with the vacuum slxctnigmph 
containing a small amt. of nitrogen- Com-
pared with the earlier work i,f Hopficld, these 
absorption hands are noa- extended to the qth 
member. Of special interest is the appmrancc 
of an emission baud also forming a Rydberg 
series and converging m the same limit (9' 
°S~ of mnlecnlar nitrogen) as that of the 
absxption bands. 'T'hese emission bands ale 
apparently clue to the trace of nitrogen i the 
dischar,,e tune which is prPSen[:u an impurity. 
                          Authors. 
fi3. On the method of treating the 
reaction between very light nuclei. T. 
Nagakura. Prnc. I'hys. dlath. A'nc. Iapnn, 
III,lQ 977-996 0933).-After discussing 
the methods generally used, the author a~n-
sidcred the state of the system all through the 
prc~cea~s as one of the starirntary swtes of the 
system im•olving many elementary particles
No. 4 
and treatcrl them as many lxtdy pn,blems as 
rigorously as possible. !n this stntionary state 
there are vxrioas arses when the system seps. 
into some groups, each of which is an atomic 
nucleus, but he dues not consider any one of 
these sepd. states as one of isolated stationary 
states, and so he does not directly construct 
the transition matrix out of interaction poten-
tial's The transition prolntbility is given by 
the intensity distribution of sepnl. groups. 
After discussing the new method, he applied 
them w iDtD reaction and earned good 
results. Author. 
6q. fi-ray spectra of radioactive anti-
mony and sodium. T. Amaki and A. 
Fugimoto. .Sri. I'apera Lted. Phya. C/renr. 
Research, 34, t6jo-t6i7 (tg38 ).-'Phe radio-
active antimony and sodium were prrpd. with 
the aid of the cyclotron of [he Institute of Phys. 
and Chem. Research. The ~-ray spectra 
were studied by analyzing the tracks obtained 
in a Wilum cloud chamtrer situated in a 
magnetic field. The exptl. results are as 
follotes 
       the half the upper Limit oblainea 
        period by K-U plot 
Sh'=" t6 minutes t,c3 Mev. 
S~'"-"- z,5 days t,fi; 11'Iev. 
Na" t4,3 hours r,yG llIev. and o.3t Nev. 
The K-U plot of sodium f/-my spectrum 
deviates considerably from a straight line and 
can be resolved into nvo components. 
                          Authors.
70. S-ray spectra of Cu"=. Cu"' and 
Cu'". F. Yamastki and K. Simma. Sii. 
Pal>crs Insf. Pkya. Cheer. I{esearela 35, t6-
z3 0939)•-Che ~-ray spectra of radi+xtetive 
nipper isotopes Cu"=, Cus' and Cum [.-ere 
obtained by measuring tracks produced in a 
Wilsgn chord chamber situated in a magnetic 
field. I•:xtmpolaling theK-U plots the energy 
upper limits were decd, ; Cu°=(e*J, 3.4 Alev ;
Cu°'(e ), 0.7oillev; Cu"'(e'J,0.7t illev: Cum 
(e'); z.q iltev. tlulhors. 
yt. Influence bf the fide-structure an
                        ~ ri ~~ 
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the Stark effect of ionized helium. I-I. 
KuhoGn. Brdl. Init. Playx. Chem. Rewarch, 
18, q-t4 (t939J.-The slight asymmetry 
observai in the SG~rk effect of ionized helium 
was compared with the theoretical values, 
which were caled. by taking thu effect of the 
fine-structure of the spectral terms into account. 
•The theoretical values were calcd. from the 
standard perturbation theory of quantum 
mechanics, by Gtking the eigens[ate of the 
Paulrs wave Gtnction as anperturbed state. 
rUlhoggh the lack of power of the apparatus 
used prevents the author from the precise 
meuurements, it can be stated that the result 
of comparis<m was atfinnative. Author. 
7z. On the capture of the mesotron 
by the atomic nucleus. S. Sxkata nd 1'• 
'1:lnikawa. Prat. Plays: Jlutlr. .Soc. Japan, 
III, 21, j8-fij ([9391•-bt he /first port of 
this paper, the non-relativistic heory of the 
interaction of mesotrons with heavy particles 
is developed. 'T'his theory is then applied to 
the absorption of a pos. (neg.) mesutrcm by 
an almnic nucleus with subsequent emission 
of :t proton (neutron), and it is fiwnd that the 
cross-section per neutmn (proton) in the 
nucleas i  given by 
                          Authors. 
y3. On atomic energy levels of p^p 
configurations. T. 1"xmanouchi. R•oc. 
Pkys. J/ath..Sbc. Jajtan, 20, j47-~6z (tg38J. 
-The expressions forthe atomic erse ry levels 
in LS-coupling are found by the o~ell-known 
method of sums either 6y the explicit use of 
spin-eigenfunctions (Slater's method), or by 
the group-thmreiical method, if each state (L, 
S) arises once for a given electron configura-
tion. Specially in the latter method, the 
group characters anl}•, but nut the representa-
tion matrices, are needed for the calm- When, 
however, more than nvo states with equal (L, 
S) arise, it is necessary, in order to find dtrse 
energies eiarntely, to construct the energy 
matrix, which is not rletd. unless-the eigen-
funclions, i.e. the axes of reference indicating
(1939)
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.the .rows .ind :columns of the matrix are 
.specified. Por. this purrytse it is mnveuicnt 
to specify the axes by assigning the ~dgin of 
the. states in constmcting. the aWm 6y adding 
electrons one by one, which corresponds G+ 
the actual -elassiliauion of.the. spectroscopic 
terms by .assigning the lktrent. erms, The 
diagonal elements hen give the energies when 
the interactions 6ehveen the s4ites ari>ing from 
different parent erms are neglected. 'I'bis 
schema was employed by Ute present autl+ur 
for the resultant, spin Sin constructing the 
represenLllion matrices of the symmetric ~rnup 
a°,~-anrl ro6oth-Land S by.Masiko for p=p 
wnfiqumlion. In this paper the methai is 
described genemll}'. It is then applied to 
p'p; and ~ p'p, configurations, and U+e results 
are ccrorpnred with. the exptl... yalucs. Fur 
.psp, a special:~.tnethod is emp!nyerl to take 
the spin-orbit interactions i to account. Final lc 
variation in the_pammeter values oC F,, G„ 
G_ for zP°3P (n=t, z,......, 5) configurations 
are shoa;n _gnpbir,.tll}'. .Author. 
rya. On atomic energy levels of d°p 
configurations. T. .YamanoucbL !'rnc-
I'/+ys. J1nUr. Soc..7apan, 'l0, i63-Sbi (t93s)-
-As the seyuence of the paper on Ure energy 
levels of p"p, the. confignntion d°p is investi-
gated. lh this case, however, -it is lrnable-
some to include all the tenus arising. since 
the number of the states is Loge and nwre-
gver some, of them-arise many times. Also 
the ~exptl. data re-not complete in must cases. 
The author,°[herefore, is ebieUV ~concerneri 
with the highest inultiplet states,. whose terms 
are..fully known. Each state of this multipli-
city. arises hvice. at most, so that the energ}• 
matrices are obtained without n>nstructing~ the 
transformation matrices. Only when these 
terms are not sufficient todete. the parameters, 
other; levels are Taken into account, which 
hate relatively simple expressions and have 
also been spectroscapically obsen~ea. Since 
the method of. finding ~ the-energy fomrnlas is 
similar as in I; it is LrieOy descrilx~l and the 
results only are ~ ven fir the rest. They arc 
then cumparedavil6 lba terms of 3d"qp con-
figurations. 7'.he agreement behveen the olr-
AB51'R ACTS
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served and the caled. values i  satisfactory fur
this degree of approximation- Author. 
75- On the slowing down of neutrons 
in a proton gas. K. Ptusimi. Pros. Phys: 
.UaIG. b'rec. Jajxta, 20, y8o-7q?. ,('938)--"I-he present paper deals wil6 a gas kinetic 
eaten. of the process of slowing down of a 
group of neutrons in a gas of protons with a 
~Uaxwellian e ergy distribution. The .author 
wishes to dete. the energy distribution of 
neutrons in. the stati~nnry state; which can Im 
established by assuming a cunst. source of 
neutrons with a prescribed energy rlistribulion 
and a finite capture probability. The author 
does not investigate rite slruti.•tl,distribution, 
so that the comparison of his eaten,, with 
exptl. data is- only possible if the. tank of the 
gas is of infinitely large dimension. 74ven 
then his results cannot be compared with the 
existing data, since he utterly neglects the 
effect of chem. binding, which is known to 
be essential just in the lower energy re}~ons 
where his special intemst lies. IIis primary 
ptitpmse is to clarify the yuc~stion how far the 
naive conception that the neutrons can be 
dassilied into the ' ,(asE " group and the 
'Utet•enal" group can be maintained fmmthe 
more rtiional e s kinetic formalism. "I'he 
atlcn. is Chits a direct extenliun of the pioneer 
work of I•cnni, protons tLcrc treatal as it 
rest eeing now supposed to he subjected to 
thermal gitation. Author. 
-6. Parlitio numerorum as occurring 
in a problem of nuclear physics, K. 
[Iusinti lerac. Phys.-.1laWr, Soc, Japan. 'L0, 
qn-qz5 (rg38).-ISy partitio numerorum 
p,n(n) w-e understand the number of ways in 
which a },wen natural number n can be 
wdtten as a sum of exactly ne natural numbers 
In mnneciion with suttisticnl theory o(~n uclear 
structure as proprivnded by 13uhr, Dr. Umerla 
Las recently undertaken a rather eslended 
numerical computation ( p.,(n) and has 
shown, among others, [bat the "mean aumLer 
Of CICttC(f paTtIC1Cd ~' 
                             rn n
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is almiist exactly given by the empirical 
formula, 
   (o.t) iii=ni. 
within a 6action of a percent over a range u( 
n. up to va=too. 1'he primary pugxrsc of 
the present papr:r is to examine the neural 
rnnjeclure i( this expression can be obtained 
as anasymplotic [:slue by :malytical reasonings. 
The answer thus found is neg. The proper 
asymptotic expression is of more complicated 
structure. Author.
y7. On the "neutron electron interac-
tion" proposed by us and the gamma-
rays in the D-D reaction. S. Kikuchi 
and H. Aoki. Proc. I'leys: J/at/~ .Sx. Jalnn. 
ll, zo-zj (tg3q): In the eve of carbon the 
authors mold not .confirm the emision of the 
electron under the action of the fast neutrons, 
while in the case of lead they mold confirm 
the emission of the electron. The fact may 
I>e accounted for by the internal mnversion 
of lead atom excited by neutrons. A small 
amt. of gamma-rays coming fmm the duutc-
tium target bombarded ttith deuteron was 
cnnfitmed. As to the origin of the gamma-
rays it is not yet certtin that they are in-
herent. 4r D-D reaction or of secondary origin 
excited id the sulstances constituting the large[. 
The bomber of the gamma-ray quanta re]a-
tive to that of neutron is smaller than one in 
hundred. The authors take back their fwsw-
lation as to` the new kind of interaction be-
tween the neutron and the electron. 
                            Authors.
,8. On atomic energy levels of pod 
rnnfigurations. `I'. 1:unanouchi. Nrnc. 
Pkys: Va7k..5bc. Japrur, 21, 47-5t ('939)• 
-The energy expressions of an atom or an 
ion for a cunfigumtion containing more than 
threeelnarons are not in general obmincd in 
a simple manner, since some of the states 
with the same (L. S) arise more than butte. 
The author has given a method- for finding 
them for the case that one electron is added 
to a core whose energies for the specified 
configuration are all known, and thus he
i
miclq. and Phatxhtnurtrp Iti 
obtained the energies of p"p mnfigamiions. 
In the present note, it is extended to pad 
mntigutations (n=z, 3, ~). '1'be method is 
quite similar to the former cruse, so it is not 
described in detail, and the final results only 
arc given. 9'he increase of the number of 
pssible smtes makes dre eaten. a little .more 
troublesome Indeed the energy matrices (or 
the sets of orbimis (products of atomic eigen-
funcliuns) with s',,,=t is 8-dimensional. By 
suitable application of the principle of spectro-
scopic stability, however, the labour is much 
sated, as fhe example given shoe's. The 
present method, in which spinless eigenfune-
tians are used throughout, would be must 
convenient fur such a problem, sinre the 
number of orbimis belonging to dtis configu-
ruiun is large, and hence the use of spin 
fime[ions, which doubles the number of each 
of individual cigenfunctirnrs, leads to great 
complexities. Also the specification of the 
multiplet states of the core is easy in this 
treatment. Author.
,q. Beta-ray spectrum of "N. S. 
Kikuchi, Y. 11'atase, j. Itch, L•'. '1'akeda and 
S. Yamaguchi. Proc. Pbye. JIrsfL..Sx..7ajian, 
Ll, 5z--58 ([q3q), The energy spectrum of 
rlisintegratiun Ir ~sitive lectrons of "N was 
studied by means of a magnetic spectrometer. 
"N was obtaineJ by bumlarding carbon with 
high energy deuterons produced by [he Osaka 
cyclotron. In the cute of "V, Richardson 
reported that it emits gamma-mys. ~I'ith the 
metlwd similar to that of Richardson the 
authors also obtained the indication of exis-
tence of low energy gamma-rays (though nut 
couclusice). From the exptl, results one may 
conclude that the rest energy of neutrino can-
not he greater than o.og roc=. J.C.T..
80. The scattering of fast neutrons 
by atoms, S. ]{ikuchi and 1-I. Aoki. Prat. 
I'l~ys: Jlrstk. .Sbc../span, 21, 15-89 ([q39)• 
-Recently, the authors measured the truss 
section of zt elements for U}D neutrons 
and uhtained the result which suggested that 
there is an interesting re]atiun behreen the
9fi}~1t~mi~~ Vol. 13n No. 4 (1939)
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.cross ecfion and the atomic number. "1'he 
present note describes the results of their new 
series of measarment which am much .more 
accurate than their previous mensumment a d 
arc extended to 3, elements. As the neutron 
sources both D-D and Li-ll neutrons are 
used. ~ :luthorS 
8t. Studies on luminescent materials. 
Part I. Theory of zinc sulphide-copper 
crystalphoaPhor. 1'. Ueliam. J. Chen,. 
Sac. Japan. 60, t33-i38 (t939)•-•I'he author 
attempted to interpret the properties of zinc 
sulphide-copper cp•stalpbosphor from theview-
pninl of zone theory'. his pointed out that 
the activation center of this phosphor consists 
of Cu* ion surrounded by[he %;'+, S'- ur S-
ions in the lattice, and that this Cu,', ion is 
responsiblefor the luminescence and ~pholo-
conductivity. According hi this interpretation, 
it is concluded that the excitation bands of 
zinc sulphide-copper crystalphospbor may 6e 
correlated with the transitions 
      'S°->' D. 
      'So->°D. 
      ,Su_>aDg
of the Cu+ inn in the activation center, and 
that nvo Huorescence Mnds cony I>e observed 
in this phosphor which arise from the transi-
[i00S 
      'Ds >'S° (green, a-band) 
      'D: ~>'S° (blue, >S-bAndJ 
of the Caf ion in the activation center. 
                         Author.
$z. Current-carrying capacity of bare 
conductors. T. Yamanouchi. FetrtJcaera 
F.lec. Co., 10, zt-33 ([938).-Under a mech. 
load of to kFs/mm', electric current was 
passed through the test-samples of the wires 
that they might be kept at temps. of ,5°C., 
aao'C., tz~C., t5o'C., and zoo°C., resp. (or 
  hrs. a day. :titer which they were cooled 
at ra,m temp. for zo hrs.:\fter having under-
gone this process thirty times, they were 
subjected to mech., microscopic and X-my 
dillraction tests with the results obtained,
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which clearly detio[e changes in their proper-
tie, and structures. From tbes_• reults and also 
from the resultsobtainel by authoritative experts 
in L'urupe and America, it is concluded chat, in 
detg. the current-capacity of aerial transmis-
sion wires, it is necesslry to fix their loading 
current at a temp. not exceeding too C. 
                             .\uthor.
S3. On the equilibrium in the reduc-
tion of stannic oxide by hydrogen 
and deuterium. F. Ishikawa nd S. Anrlb. 
Sci. Papers Inst. Phys. Chem. Research, 34, 
873-887 (1938): The equil. in the system 
SnO_ (s)tzlL (a)~Sn(I)t-'[I.O(a) has been 
measured at65o-Sa3'C by the method free 
fmm the effect of thermal xparition oCgaseuus 
mixl. The result may be expressed by the 
equation : lug K~=1oa pnzo/pn,°-zz95.8/T 
tz.63zgy. From the results the following 
thermodynamic values have been obtained. 
SnO_(s)+zIL=Sn(s}tz11:O(q), dF°=x6o8q 
-F5.g5Tln'I't o.oot358T=-o. 0oooo8z5T"-
tz6oao/'I'-Cq.yB'1'. dl`_ros+=t5o7t cal.Sn(s) 
+O:=SnOr(s), dF°:n„=-uao8y cal. The 
erl uii. cons[. of water ass reaction has been 
derived by combining the al7rrve result with 
the etluil.. tuns[. of SntzCO:,-SnO.}zCO, 
and the result shows a goal agreement with 
the values directly obtained by I-Iahn. The 
same reduction equil. with deuterium has 
beat studied by the same method at fi5o°-
8zo`C, and the result may be expressed as 
f ~lluws : log KA=log pn,~r/Pn,=-tyzS.¢/I't 
z.43z;. The eyuil. ct~nst. of the exch;mae 
reaction H,OtD.~D_O}H. may be com-
puted by combining the alxrvc results, and 
compared void, tLe values calcd. lty the 
eyuations of L. Farkas and :\. Parkas. 
                            :\uthur.
8;. On the dielectric constant of 
mixtures. S- Kaneko. h'etenrcAex EIecG•o-
lecL. LcrL.. 'l, 449-450 (ty38).-liur[on and 
'Iu
mbull (1'roa Ray..5'ae. t58-t8z (tgz7)) 
calcd. the dielectric most. of p,wder sus-
pendedin oil utilizing Frick's equation of the 
dielectric cons[. of mists. (Phys. her. z-575
9fit~lt~mit€~ Vol. 13n No. 4 (1939)
Ido. ~ }F.kctrochrritirtrp: axd Thermbdumi#r~~ 119
Qqz;)). Their method. of calm. is, hotrever, 
very complicated and the author shows n 
simpler method.. author. 
3;. Diffusion potential difference. H, 
Yamada. Kydo Furif,~u Ika I)aiy¢:eu, 21,
/16t-tt6q {Ig3y).-In the method of N. 
Bjcrrum of eliminating difi'usion potential 
deHeren ceit was sound to be advantageous 
to use a~•*at-agar connection containing said. 
and incompletely satd. IiCI solos. instead of 
using said. and incompletely said. KCI-solos. 
                            ]. c. i.
3-ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND THERMOCHEMISTRY
S6. The heats of formation of various 
nitrides. 5. S1tah. Sei. Papers brat. I'hys. 
Client. Research. 3.1, 136a-1376 (1938): 
'fhe heats of formation of various nitrides and 
azides were tabulated against the atomic 
numbers of their constituent elements. rrum 
the figure, the heats of formation of nitrides I 
hitherto wnsideral difficult to dete. were 
roughll• predicted. The results obr<iined are 
as follows 
      (N,)+[As]=[AsN]-33.9 kcal. 
   z {N_)t~Br~u°}=NBr,-8o.3 „ 
                          Author. 
$7. On the theory of electrolytic con-
duction. IL S.Iianeko. R.eaearelteaF,[ectro-
tech. Lab., 3, qq-roo (1939}.-ln the pre-
vious discussion. the motion of ions is limited i 
in the directions parallel and vertical to the 
electric field, but in this report such an 
arbitrary assumption is removed sort the 
following relation is obtained between con-
ductivity zand the strength of the field E; 
   _ ?~rce=z=~tk, ~ z 3   z 6kT ~: nosh c- ~~ sinh x 
     EZar; ~   ~- zkT 
where N is Acogarlro~s number. C conch., e 
the charaeirfan electron, z calency of an ion, 
d distance of one jump, k, transition veluciy', I
k Bohzmann's conSL, T absolute temp. 
                        Author. 
88. .The specific heats of manganese 
nitrides. S. Satoh. 6ci. Papers brat. Pi~ya. 
G'hetn. Reaearck, 35, z4-31 11936).-As the 
specific heats u( manganese .nitrides had not 
yet been detd., the mctn specific heats of 
manganese nitrides were measured by means 
of the ice calorimeter over three temp. inter-
valst o°C-995°C, 0°-3o5°C, and o°C-
5co.3°C and lh: cyuations of the true specific 
heats within the limit of these temp. intervals 
were obtained 
Mn;\.: C=o.tg63+t.168x1o't+a.9gz 
                       X rO 't=. 
Mns\,: C'=o,t38zt1.nzxlo 'tt 1.6;o 
                               X IO rE"-.
1VIneN.: C"=o. z8ot1.1o6xlo-"tt3.651. 
                       x 1 o nt=, 
                         Author. 
8q. The heat of formation of manga• 
nese nitrides. S. Satoh. A'ci. Palters bta1. 
Phyx. f,'hent. Reaenrclr, 35, 158-t6q (1939)• 
-As the heat of Fonuation of maogane~e 
nitride (r1lne\_) is not get lrnown or has the 
he<U of (urmatkin of manganese nitride (1L1; 
N,) been computed Lcnu its dissuciatiun press., 
the heats of formation of 1\Lt,N. and 3In;N_ 
were detd. from the dissociation press. by the 
use of the specific heats of bcxh substances 
wliich here mensured by the author. 
     Sdin+N,=IVIna~.+79.8 kcal, 
     SEIntN_=I1In;N_t57.okcal.
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The result (;p.o kcil) may be considered m 
be in fairly good agreement e•ith the values 
obtained irectly by the use of various calod-
nieters. Author. 
yo. Theory of overvoltage. S T{aneko. 
Bull. LZectrotech. Lab., 3, rqy-ti8 (tg33). 
-Ep the application of Horiutfs theory of 
reaction velocity (Re1G Chem. Soc. Japxsn, r3 
-z to (t938)) tl,e following, relation is obtained 
between overvolG•tge F, and current i ~: 
          kI' v*~ -r .r~     i=ne^ a
rm a ¢i• cart-C sn~r 
where n is the number of hydro,en ions in 
unit volume, a the charge of an ion, k Buhz-
manu's amst, T absolute temp., m maxi of 
:tn ion, U* activation energy. :turbot. 
yr. On the electrode potential of the 
carbon electrode of air cell and hydrogen 
ion concentration. IL S. ]1lakino and ). 
Yoshida. Researches I:7eetro[eeh. Lab., 3, 
tq$-tjo (tg38).-The relation between the 
electrode potential of the CarFxm electrode of 
air cell and hydrogen run coven. of electrolyte 
was investinated. The electrodes }vere prepd. 
from fhe samples dilierent from those mentioned 
in the pre~dous report "1'he electrode potential 
obtained is not shown as a linear funcrion of 
yII. Authors. 
yz.. On the electric conductance of 
fused snits. Polarization capacity and 
cell constant. Y. Yamaguchi and S. 
Shishidu. J. Chwa. Soc. ,7ayan, 59, t3n-
t3zo (t93$1~ The measurement of electric 
conductance of fused. A1Cl; mixed with NaCI 
was carried out with n new app. similar to 
?.Vlolton's valve deteGOr, 'This valve detecmr 
is very useful fur detn: of high conductivity. 
[t is found that the expression deuced by 
AToIA,n for an eyuil. point of a conductance 
bridge is imperfzct. Iudeed, if there is neither 
capacitance riorinductm,ce in the bridge.. it
is sufficient but nut fix the one containing 
these impedances. Usually, in the case of 
detns. of low electroli•tic resisumca like those 
of fused silts, a pulariiation capacity bet~ceen
ASS"1'2d 1'SC Vol. XIII 
electrodes and electolyte in a conduchrnce 
cell disturbs its accurate detn. An app. and 
a method of evaluating the deviation due to 
the crpacitance v described: And it is also 
observed b}• this app. how the surface condi-
tiar of electrodes exerts influences on the 
polarization capacity. The conductir~ty of 
molten A1Cl, mired with \aCI is pretty large 
and linearly increases with temp. in dre range 
from t8o° to z8o°. Authors. 
93• Theory of dielectric loss in solids. 
S. Kaneko. Researches L'lec•Crotec%. Lab:,3, 
z8-3o (tg38).-Ey [he applintiar of Eyring's 
theory of ru-tction vi•]ocity he following rela-
tions are obtained .between dielectric loss and 
frequency 
       tan d= E'-`O 
              =r+sox' 
where o is loss angle, s,,. s„ dielectric ons. 
when at=o and m=oo resp.. ; relacttion time. 
]3etween r and absolute temp. 'I' there holds 
the following relation,-=ae`'•T where a and 
b are consts. Author. 
qa. The specific heats of thorium nit-
ride, lithium nitride, and zinc nitride. S. 
Satoh. bci. Foyers brat. Phys. Ghent. Research. 
35, t8z-rqo (t q3y).-The mean specific heat 
of thorium nitride was measured by means 
of an ice calorimeter over three temp. intervals 
0°099.5°C. o°C--3oj.3°C, and o°C-• 
;co.3°C, and the equation of the true specific 
heat within the limit stated by these temp. 
intervals was obtained: C=o.o4$yj-r4~436X 
to st-t.33ax to "C=. The mean specific hens 
of lithimn nitride was detd. by the same 
method over three temp. intervalso°C^-yq.6°C, 
o°C--3oj:3°C,and o°C^-joo.3°C and the 
equation of the true specific heat within the 
limit over these temp. intervals was obtained 
C=o.;t z7+7.zz6 x to-•t-t.tg3 x to 't'. The 
mean specific heat of zinc nitride was mea-
sured by the same method over three temp. 
ranges o°C^-99.6°C, o°C~3o5.3°C and o°C 
•-.grq.z°C, and the relation betn•een the [rue 
specific heat-and temp. was fimnd to hold
9fiI~lt~miit~ Vol. 13n No. 4 (1939)
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over these temp. ranges: C=attgzt8.gz6 
Xto 't}t.t5t xto "t'. Author.
95. The measurement of hH by means 
of the glass electrode and the hydro-
lysis of copper sulphate. H. Hagisae'a. 
hull. bait. Playa. Ckeua. Research, 18, z~5-
z8q (t93q).-The pH values of CuSO, sums. 
wets measured at z5° 6y means of a glass 
electrode using the fi?11i+wing cells: 
 ftg~l-IgCI, KCl(sac) o.uYCH,CO,II Glass{              Io.trCH,CO.Na l 
    CuSO,(mJ~KCI(sat.), HgCI~Hg 
 Hg~HgCl, HCI (o.tN))Glass)CuSO,(m)~ 
     I{CI(s:tt),HgC]~II;,•. 
The pH values obtained are a, follows 
Dilution (V) r z 5 to zo 
pH 3.z6o 3.6tz 3.g65 4•[86 q.4tz 
Dilution (V} 5o too zoo 50o tooo 
LIf 4.6fi4 q.8fit ;.056 5.3zz 5.5z3 
Dilution (V) z5oo 
pII S.Szq 
The relation behveen log V and pIl may be 
expressed a, follows 
 pFI=3.5zoo+o.67t71og V (Dilution greater 
      than to) 
From these results the hydrolysis may be 
represented by the equation-zCu"taH.O 
~Cu:(OH),"}zH'. According to [he clas-
sical theory of solo-, the hydrolysis coast K„ 
was found to be t.38 x to ", and according 
[o the tha?ry of strong electrolytes, t ~3 x to ". 
                           Author. 
qfi. On the hydrolysis of zinc sulphate 
and the formation of basic sulphate. 
FI. Hagisawa. Roll. Ins[- Phye. Cheue. Re-
search, 18, 3Cr8-38t ([939)•-Using the zinc 
sulphate cr}•stals which were obtained by 
cooling a solo. sitd. at ,o° to o°, the pll 
calves of solos. of various concns. were mea-
sured, and the result maybe represen l d. by 
the following equation : pH=5.3goto.g4r7 
log V [Dilution V=to--tooo). Based on 
these resu]ts; [he hydrolysis of zinc sulphate 
is discussed, and the following equation is 
considered most adeyuate to the exptl. results:
121
Zn"t HrO.:7nOH't H'- The h}•dmlysis 
cons[. was calcd. as fiilloms : bp={aa°on' X 
au•) / az~r=fi•5 x to " (z )• The potentio-
metric titration of zinc sulphate solo. with 
NaOH was performed at z5° by means of a 
glass electrode. When the. concn. of ZnSO, 
was gn•ater than o.ao~q cool/l. the ppte. had 
the composition ZnS0,37.n{OH)_, which [vas 
ascertained by the anal}•sis of [he ppte. When 
the concn. was very small (o.aoo4g55 cool/Z1, 
the ppte, was lnjOFl). and its solubility 
product mss found to be 3.4 x to "'. Large 
di0crences in thes<?lubilityproducto(Zn(OH)r, 
according to. the authors opinion, may be 
.due to the different state of aggregation f 
the ppte. when produced from solos. by the 
addition of alkali under carious conditions of 
espts. Author.
99. On the energy states of the 
valency electrons in some metals. I, 
10. Anomalous changes of various 
properties of zinc with temperature. 
M. Sate. Sci. helots. Yolroku b+ap. Univ., I. 
27, zy8-3z5 ([939)•-1'he xptl. evidences 
concerning anomalous changes in various 
properties of zinc with temp:, in solid as well 
as in liquid state, were closely studied, and 
it was found that there exist n anomalies 
and drat they can be classified imo 4 groups ; 
further that, iF the take into account he ah-
solnte zero reading to each of them, the temp-
inten~als in each are in the ratio of a seyuatce 
of naturalnumbers :u shown in [he following 
table. Anomalous temps. in °1{ {number in
parenthesis is interval ratio) 
Group t ; o (5) zq7 (q) q43 (3) 593 (z} 6qz 
                (melting point). 
Group x ; o (q) q7,3 (3) 8z3 (z) to6y (r) tt78. 
Group 3 ; o (z) 36 (3) 9°• 
Group 4 ; o l 0.;9 (transitiat point of 
                     supra-conduction}.
It is thus seen that the anomalies at 4g3'K 
(t 7o°C) and 593°I{ (3zo°C) which have been 
]ong discussed, as well as the others, are io 
be attributed to zinc itself. Author.
the stability of foam and a at most the 
value a was negligible compared with$ under 
the conditions of the present expts. 1'he 
measurements of the slaUilities were carried 
out for the aclumus olos. of alcohols and 
fatty ~ acids, from which several conclusions 
were nbtaine<9. ~ Author. 
99•- On the silver chromate banding in 
silicic acid gel. T. Isemma. Roll. CGent• 
r}bc. Jiry+ni, 13, .f3q-#93 (tg38).=I'he forma-
tion of silver chromate bands in silicic acid 
net made by a usual methoii s described. 
By this procedure, the concn. of chromate is
regulated at will, and distinct banding is 
fitrmed: The by drngen ion concn. of the got 
has a profound influence on the formation of 
rhythmic bands of silver chromate. I}har and 
(;hatleriji's dteory and the membrane theory 
are nut applicable: Author. 
too. Un the calcium phosphate banding 
in silicic acid gel. T. Tsemum. Bull. 
Cke1n:.5bc: Japian, 13, 493-joa (tg33J.-
The fonnatiun of rhythmic ppte, of calcium 
phosphate in silicic acid gel is described. The 
formation of this rhythmic ppte. is strongly 
affected by the hydrogen fun concn. of the 
gel: 'The effects of the [novas. of inner :cod 
outer electrolytes and the gel on this rhythmic 
ppte.- were studied. When the concn. of the 
inner electmlyle ((:aCl;) wars ufficiently great, 
no difl'usion of the outer electrolyte into the 
P
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qS. On the nature of foam. I. Sta- gel tool: place but revetsely calcium sat[ 
bility of the foam produced by the diffused info the outer electrolyte solo. and 
aqueous olutions of alcohols and acids. dendrites were formed inthe outer solo. '1'he 
'1'. Sasaki. BaU. Cheer..Sx. ,7a7wn, 13. jt7 effect of the existence of a third substance in 
-jzb (tg38).-An app for 4he measurement the gel and in the diffusing electrolyte, w:u 
p( the stability offoatnwas described and the also investigated. ']'he existence of it in a 
stability was measured by[he height of the diffusing electrolyte had almost nu influence 
foam produced by the air current of a cons[. but its existence in the gel hart some ffects, 
velocity. The relation between the velocity especially in tl,e case where potassium bromide 
of the air current v and the height 77 of the and iodide were gset] as .the third substtnce. 
foam produced was examd. and the eyvation ~ Author. 
S•a=Hr-a h,ts lien obtained,. in which S is
tot. The sorption of chlorine by active 
charcoal. III. On the rate of the 
sorption. K. Arii. Ball. Ltst. P7eys. C7eenr. 
Research, 17, 7r7-733 {tg33.)-The rate of 
the sorption of chlorine by sugar charcoal 
acticater] Uy beating at qoo°L for two hours, 
was detr{, at 30°, 30°, and #o°, anti at coast. 
pressures (zoo, ;oo, 6oomm). The instru-
ment used foI the measurements wa  an all-
glass apps. which contxtined Jackson's glass-
spring manometer and D1cBaids quartz-spring 
balance. The following results were obtained 
t) The results obtained are in good agree-
ment with Rangham's equation, s=Atx, where 
x -is the sorption amt-in mg per f g charcoal 
at a time t;~and .4 and 13 are coasts. 'z) A 
nea~ eyvation of sorption. velocity for cons[. 
pressure is dem~ed from the exptl. data. xn= 
(a-(fI')tt.+m. and anuthereyuntion, f r coast, 
temp., xT=7P'tu„-~~i°x w, 3) The following 
general equations are derived; ~,=A,t11i xtt= 
Atitxn, [where 
 Ar=(rz~+a" log P)-(n'+G" ]og P).T,. 
  Bt=(k'-k" log p)+iotir_prp)_T, 
  Btt=(nt~+m;l')-{no}o,T) bg p. 
q) It tikes bj day's ki reach the sorption 
ec}oil. at cons[. pees., but the ~~rption amt. {or 
one minnle amts. toabout 3.5 ~-z3 per cent 
of the cyuil. value. Prom this result, the 
present author agrees in the opinion proposed 
by 1V[cBaiu that the sorption of a gas by 
porous-adsorbent consists of tvo independent
4 (1939)
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phenomena. i.e. adsorption and absorption. 
                            duthor.
 toz. On the effect of other ions upon 
 the surface activity of aqueous solu-
 tions of organic ions with hydrophobic 
 groups. Y. Dlut&. Proc. Phys. llafh. ~S'oc, 
 Jaran, III, 20, 6.tfi-figz Qg3S}.-Organic 
 ions Leith ydrophobic trroups have tendency 
 trt he adsorbed in the surface of the solo, on 
 account of those groups: but on the other 
hand image force repulsion caused Ly their 
 electric harge will counteract this. When we 
 consider only the Inner effect he work neces-
 sary to bring the ion from interior of the solo. 
 to the pl;ue s underneath e surface is \Sr= 
exp(-?x~)e=/q D~, where r.=;r, £uter'/D I:T. 
 \S' becomes less when concn. of ions become, 
 higher. I-lence the amt. of or„s~.wic ions ad-
sorbed becomes larre trith the concn. of ions 
in general, that is. with the addition of some 
electrolytes which have no special effect upon 
the or~*anic ions. Under some assumptions 
forntulae are deduced wbicL express the rela-
ti~n between x and the ads<xbed amt, ant! 
the calidit}• of these is amsidererl. Under 
suitable conditions the surface concn. is pro-
portional to x/{ttespf-zxa}}, wherea is thu 
mem distance between the centre of charge of 
the adsorbed ion and the surface. 9uthor.
to3. Studies on the sorption of gases 
and vapours by titania gel. V.. Varia• 
tion in the sorptive capacity of titania 
gel by the addition of Fe:O,-gel and 
difference between the sorptive capa-
cities of a• and Q-titania gel. I. Higuti. 
Brell. htsi. Phya. CTteta. Xese¢rc7e, IS tg-
x6 (tygq).-A number of isotherms for water 
vapour were taken at .0°0 using sereml mixts. 
of titania and ferric oxide gels which were 
prepd. b}' co-ppm. from the mixed solos. of 
these salts. Each isotherm. seems to be divided 
info two different pats. The fist part was 
lnw'cred in proportion tit the amt. of Fe_O~ 
and the second was far higher than that in 
the isotherm for each componem del. From 
this result it may be concluded that the first
part is due to the ordinary adsorption the 
semnd part to the condensation of the sorptiee 
into the capillar}• pores of the adsorbent TLe 
alxice consideration was also confirmed by the 
obsn. ~ol the change in form of isotherms at 
zo°C with a mired gel (z FepOa•3Ti0_). 'flie 
first part of these isotherms decreascrl rapidly 
as the temp. of heating increased just as that 
of the i»therms for the pure titanic gel, but 
the effect of heating on the second part was 
fiwnd to Jre far less than in the case of the 
pure gel. Another evidence (or this view may 
be obtained by comparing the sorplive capacity 
of n geI aritlr that of (i gel. The mtal 
sorplive capacatp of lxrth gels roay he in-
fluenced by such various conditions as rnagu-
latiat, dn•iq , dehrdratiim, etc, and indicates 
no proper characteristics of the gels. How-
ever, if we pap attention only to [he fist part 
of these 'sotberms, a gel shQtcs alu•ars higher 
adsorptive capacity than the (3 gel. 
                          Author.
too. On the nature of foam. II. The 
foam formation of ternary system. 
acetic acid-ethyl ether-water T. 
Sasaki. Prrll. Cheuc. b'oe. JuPnn, 23, G6q-
678 (t~3S).-TLe fr~am formation f the liquid 
ternary system of acetic acid-ethdl e[her-
water was measured by means of a shaking 
app. which was properly constructed for this 
purpose. The life time of foam produced 
and the height of loaw zone were measured. 
The diagrams sere made hehceen the degree 
of foam formation and the composition, and 
several conclusions ~cere obtained on the foam 
formation of the mist. belonging tohomogene-
ous and heterogeneous regions of the al»ve 
ternary system. Author.
toj. Studies on the precipitation of 
hydroxides and on some related pheno-
mena. T. Iiatsurai. b'ci. Preyera Lest. PT~,yx. 
Ckevr. P,exeareh. 35, Lqt-ni (t93i)--The 
behaviours of siime inorganic sans and gels at 
temps, higher than roc"C were studia9 by 
means of autoclave rreaCmen t. The soles. of 
AICI„ MnCI_, and CoCI. hydrolyse nuticeahly
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aUove r zo°C. The progressof hydrolysis was 
traced 6y t}te measurement of turUidity. IC 
was confirmed ~by means of Debge-Schemer's 
method that the structures of the hydrolysis 
lxoduc[ and the dehydration product are in-
dentical with that of hematite. The preen. of 
ferromagnetic ompounds Uy means of auto-
slave treatment does not seem to Ue promisng. 
Light absorption and turbidity of the mi„t. 
FeChtNH,OH were measured. For the 
wave length fits m ~o the light absorption 
follows the IamUert-Beer law with respect to 
the cnnen. of NH,,O[I. Br adding and 
alkaline solo. to the mist. n( Fe" and Fe"' 
wilts: a dark cnmlract ppte. was obtained. The 
ppte. had the same structure as namml magne-
tile- and was very stable alxrve. too°C. By 
supersonic waves a hyrlrosol of magnetite was 
obtained. Under certain assumptions a dilfe-
mn6al equation of sedimentation and diffusion 
ofmagnetic rnlloid in a heterogeneous magne-
tic Held was derived. The minerals, northu-
pite and tychite, were artificially prepd. Uy' 
means of the autoclave treatment of gels. 
"I'he change of several me4tllic hydm~iiles 
and the co:y~trlation of various ferrocyanide 
hydrosols, silver halide s<ils and arsenic tri-" 
sulphide sols and the hydrolytic decomposition 
oC potassium ferrocyanide and potassium ferri-
c_vanide al><n'e too°C were studied. 
                            ]. C. L.
